Algorithmic Specialist for Computational Imaging (f/m/x)
Oberkochen
Step out of your comfort zone, excel and redefine the limits of what is possible. That’s just what our employees are doing every single
day – in order to set the pace through our innovations and enable outstanding achievements. After all, behind every successful
company are many great fascinating people.
You have ideas to shape the future of imaging and optical metrology?
Research at ZEISS does shape the future - We believe that algorithms and hardware belong together and by co-designing them on
equal footing we add value for our customers and push the boundaries of what is possible in imaging and optical metrology. Working
on projects in the interface between algorithms, optic design, and system engineering you will develop visions and prototypes for
future ZEISS products. Today these include light, electron, and X-ray microscopes as well as OCT devices, industrial CT scanners, and 3D
measurement systems. You will bring your algorithmic knowhow and leverage the latest algorithm and technology advancements to
generate ideas on how to address tomorrow’s challenges and upcoming megatrends. And you will use your expertise in algorithm
design and implementation/prototyping skill to convince decision makers to change the development roadmaps for new ZEISS
products.
You have:
a PhD in mathematics or computer science or similar with a strong publication record or multiple years of work experience in at least
one of the following fields: inverse problems, computer graphics, multimodal computational imaging, co-design of algorithms and
optics, volume processing of large data sets
verifiable experience in algorithm development for imaging problems with the latest state of the art approaches
excellent programming skills with C#/C++ as well as a rapid prototyping in Matlab or Python
experience in algorithm parallelization (multi-core, vectorization, GPU, clusters) and in larger software projects (e.g. open source) is a
plus
preferably experience in one of the following application fields: routine microscopy, optical metrology, medical optical imaging or 3d
visualization
In a spacious modern setting full of opportunities for further development, ZEISS employees work in a place where
expert knowledge and team spirit reign supreme. All of this is supported by a special ownership structure and the
long-term goal of the Carl Zeiss Foundation: to bring science and society into the future together.
Join us today. Inspire people tomorrow.
Diversity is a part of ZEISS. We look forward to receiving your application regardless of gender, nationality, ethnic
and social origin, religion, philosophy of life, disability, age, sexual orientation or identity.
Apply now! It takes less than 10 minutes.

